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electricity to drives various parts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The widespread and popularity of electrical energy, 

beneficial electrification had sparked widespread rethinking 

of policies that encourage or mandate less electricity use and 

promote the infrastructure planning. The development in 

electrical technologies continue to create new opportunities 

to use electrical energy as a substitute for on-site fossil base 

fuels like diesel, petrol, natural gas, propane, gasoline, coal, 

etc. Electricity uses also provide us an increased efficiency 

and control. It helps in develop local economy and enhances 

the quality of the product and with reduction in cost. 

Electrification of industrial and commercial process 

helps local business to stay competitive. Use of electrical 

energy in crusher plants reduces member’s cost, enhances 

reliability and productivity, increased efficiency of energy, 

improved product, effectively controlled, and is environment 

friendly as it doesn’t emit harmful greenhouse gases. 

The electrical energy used to run crusher plant is 

non-polluting rather than the use of coal/gas/ diesel fired 

plant. It provided increased efficiency as there is less loss of 

energy in form of heat, which is sufficient in the other energy 

cases. Electrical energy/parameters can be controlled 

effectively and quickly than that of coal/fuel/gas fired energy. 

Use of electricity also reduces wear and tear and reduced the 

maintenance. 

In the present decade where the impact of pollution 

and greenhouse gases is severer, the use of a clean source of 

energy is the main thing which is in need. The use of electrical 

energy is the only present solution for such situations. 

In order to achieve transition to zero emission along 

with go for green initiative the choice of electrical energy for 

operation is must 

II. INTRODUCTION TO CRUSHERS 

 
Fig. 1: Crusher Plant 

A crusher is a machine designed to reduce large sized rocks 

into smaller rocks, gravel, or stone dust. Crushers are 

normally used to reduce the size or change the form, of waste 

material so they can be more easily disposed of or recycled, 

or to reduce the size of a solid mix of raw material. So that 

pieces of different composition can be differentiated. Crusher 

holds material to be crushed between two parallel or tangent 

solid surfaces and apply sufficient force to bring the surfaces 

together to generate enough energy within the material to be 

crushed so that its molecules separate from (fracturing), or 

change the alignments in relation to (deformation) each other. 

In early stages crushers were hand held stones, where weight 

of stone provided a boost to muscle power, used against a 

stone anvil to achieve breaking action. 

Present day’s crusher used various electrical motor 

drives to provide the required power/movement to achieve 

crushing operations. Modern crushers are also provided with 

automation so as to drive the machine parts automatically 

along with proper control and to achieve increased 

productivity & safety. 

In India, in the last few years, quantity of crushers 

are rapidly increased due to the significant expansion of the 

construction industries including industrial buildings, 

residential complexes, hotels, roads, runways, railways and 

other infrastructures, etc. 

The stone crusher is one of such industries that exist 

in almost all cities in all the states throughout the country as 

different size of aggregates is required for the construction 

projects. The general process of stone crushing are drilling, 

blasting, rock breaking, transportation of boulders, primary 

and secondary stage crushing, tertiary shaping (optional), 

loading and transportation of finished product to site. A stone 

crusher normally runs at an efficiency of 65-70%. The proper 

management and technical support gives the solutions for 

improvement of efficiency at every stage. This improvement 

gives steady breaking, loading, smooth crushing with 

reduction in time, maintenance, energy and cost impacts. 

Thus it becomes an important part to develop crusher sector 

with reduction of operating cost. 

As a major part of operating cost in crusher is 

booked in the fuel/energy in which it is operating. Thus 

switching over to electrical energy for operation gives a 

greater savings of operating as well as the overall cost of the 

unit. 

III. MODE OF OPERATIONS IN CRUSHERS  

Many old crushers operate on a diesel/ IC engine powered 

system. They use an IC engine to generate energy which in 

turns used to run various parts of crushers through various 

gears. The cost of operation is higher and it requires high 

maintenance and service, it also operates on a low operating 

efficiency of 35-40%. 

Modern crusher technology uses electrical drives 

using electrical energy to operate various parts of crushers. 

The electrical energy can be taken from various DG sets or 
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from the nearest substation. In the first case large DG sets are 

used to produce electricity which in turns is used to drive 

various electrical drives/ motors to run the crusher. In the 

latter case electricity is tapped from the nearest grid/ 

substation through transmission line and stepped down by 

using a transformer at the plant location then it is distributed 

to the control panels of various crusher units which drives 

various electrical drives/ motors to run the plant. The latter is 

gaining popularity now days from the previous one. 

There are a number of advantages of using electrical 

powered drive than that of convention diesel/ IC engine to 

drive the crusher: 

Electrical drives require less maintenance and less downtime 

than that of IC engines. 

1) Efficiency of electrical drives/ motors (say 95%) is much 

higher than that of IC engines powered system (say 35-

40%). 

2) The cost of electricity doesn’t include demand charges 

on the other hand diesel price directly depends of the 

demand factor. Cost of electricity is constant while diesel 

cost is variable throughout the year. 

3) Electrical drives require less maintenance and service. 

On the other hand a diesel/ IC engine requires overhauls 

and servicing of costly engine parts such as radiator, 

clutch, generators, crank, combustion chamber, etc. 

4) Electrical drive/ motor can perform well in cold weathers 

also, while diesel/ IC engine requires pre heating before 

starting. This results in greater productivity on cold 

winter days by switching to electrical drive from diesel 

engine. 

5) Electrical drives/ motors have less down time, on the 

other hand down time is noticeable in case of IC engines. 

I.e. Electrical motors can be started/ stopped quickly 

where IC engine requires sufficient startup and cool 

down time. 

6) Diesel prices have been relatively low in the last few 

years but quite volatile in the present situation so 

switching form diesel to electricity provides a more 

stable expense ledger. One can have a much lower 

operating cost while operating with electrical energy 

than that of diesel engines. 

7) Electrical drives/ motors can be controlled easily by 

varying the electrical parameters & firing angle of drives. 

On the other hand control on IC engines is not that fast 

as it need to adjust the governor to get the desired output. 

8) Use of electrical energy has positive environmental 

impacts. The most important environmental metric is co2 

emission. Switching to electrical energy reduces the co2 

emissions from diesel engine. 

9) As per go for green initiatives switching to electrical 

energy from diesels engines would be a smarter step/ 

choice. 

IV. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS USED 

1) Transformer: - A transformer is a static piece of 

apparatus by means of which electrical power in one 

circuit is transferred to electrical power of same 

frequency in another circuit. It can raise or lower the 

voltage in one circuit with the corresponding decrease or 

increase of current. The physical basis or a transformer 

is the mutual induction between two circuits linked by a 

common core/ magnetic flux 

2) Vacuum Circuit Breaker (VCB):- In vacuum circuit 

breakers vacuum is maintained in between the fixed and 

movable contact of the breaker. This vacuum medium is 

used for arc extinction purpose. Due to vacuum the 

ionization in the gap at fault condition will be negligible. 

So arc extinction will be easy. This CBs need less 

maintenance and reliable and is mostly used for 

protection up to 33 KV. This are provided with closing 

coil, tripping coil, fixed and movable contacts, spring 

charging mechanism, etc. They can be switch ON/OFF 

either manually or by remote control system. But during 

fault condition they operate automatically with the help 

of relays. They are also provided with manual and motor 

spring charging mechanism so that their operation is 

more flexible. 

3) Energy Meter (EM):- These meters are used for the 

measurement of electrical energy (apparent energy) in 

KVA. In the present case 3 phase electronic energy meter 

is used for the measurement of energy consumed from 

the source. These are integrated type meters in which 

following readings with time and date can be obtained. 

Phase voltage, Line voltage, Phase current, Line current, 

Power factor, KW load, KVAR load, KVA load 

4) Isolators: - When carrying out the inspection or repairs, 

it is essential to disconnect reliably that section on which 

work is to be carried out. The disconnecting device is an 

isolator. These are fast moving switches used for 

connection or disconnection of line from the feeder. 

These are operated on no load condition to avoid 

formation of arc. These can be automatic or hand 

operated type. In the present case hand operated type is 

used. During opening first of all the circuit breaker is 

tripped so that load is disconnected then only the isolator 

is opened. During closing first of all the isolator is closed 

then only breaker is closed. These avoid the formation of 

arc near the fixed and movable parts of the isolator 

ensuring long life operation of the same. 

5) Lightning arrestors (L.A.):- Lightning arrestor is used to 

absorb lightning current and surge voltage. Under normal 

operating condition they offer very high resistance, but 

under surge/lightning condition they offer very low 

resistance to surge voltage/current. Thus in normal 

condition they do not affect the operation of the circuit 

but during surge they divert the surge current/ voltage to 

ground. In the present case they are found near 

transformer connected to the transmission/feeder line.  

6) Insulators: - Insulators are used to provide proper 

insulation to the conducting conductor from ground. In 

the present case the insulators used are of 11 KV range 

and is used to insulate the 11 KV transmission line from 

ground/ steel pole. They are made up of porcelain and are 

of strain and pin type. 

7) Distribution Panel: - Distribution panels are used for 

proper distribution of electrical power throughout the 

plant area. These are equipped with copper bus bars, 

MCCB, and various TPN switch. Copper bus bar carry 

the rated current, MCCB’s are used for protection of 

different sections and TPN switch are used to connect or 

disconnect different sections with main bus bar.  
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8) Change over panel: - Change over panel is used to have 

proper, quick and spark less changeover/ Switch over 

between any two supplies. The changeover panel used 

here is of 1250 Amps current carrying capacity and used 

to switch between EB & DG supplies. 

9) Control panels: - Control panels are used for control 

operation of various operational units. They consists of 

various measuring instruments, bus bars, TPN, breakers, 

fuses, starters, MPCB, contactors, PLC, VFD, indicators, 

push buttons, etc. Input supply is used to feed the control 

panel and outputs for various drives/motors/loads are 

tapped from the control panel. It provides the control 

operation along with protection and indication of various 

units. 

10) Transmission lines: - The transmission lines are used to 

transmit electrical energy/power from one point to 

another through large distance. They are supported on 

steel towers/ poles through insulators. In the present case 

the transmission lines used is ACSR type and are used to 

transmit electricity from Patan substation to L&T’s 

crusher plant for further operation at 11 KV, 3ph, AC 

supply. The total no. of conductors in a transmission line/ 

Cable is given by the formula; N=1+3n (n+1) {N= Total 

conductors, n= No. of layers of conductors; center 

conductor is not counted as layer.}. The diameter of the 

line is given by the formula; D= (1+2n) d {D= diameter 

of the line, d= diameter of single strained} 

11) Cables: - Cables are used to transmit electric power from 

one location to another and in which the conductors are 

surrounded by insulations followed by armoring for 

achieving the desired mechanical strength. They are 

mainly buried underground. The cost of cabling is much 

more than overhead transmission lines hence its 

application only exists inside plant area for the present 

case. A cable mainly consists of conductors surrounded 

by paper insulations followed by bedding/lead sheath 

followed by metal/steel armoring followed by serving. 

The conductors are used for transmission of electricity 

while the metal/steel armoring provides the desired 

mechanical strength. Cables are mainly formed by 

strained conductors to provide the required flexibility. 

Cables used in the present case are of two types: 

1) H.T. cables: Used in 11 KV feeder line, these are 3 

core types and is used to feed electrical power input 

to transformer. 

2) L.T. cables: Used in 415/240 volts distribution line. 

These are 3.5/4 core type used for distribution of 

both 3 ph. and 1 ph. power throughout the plant. The 

limit of L.T. cables is up to 1 KV. 

12) Air circuit breaker (ACB):- In air circuit breaker the 

main contacts carries the current when CB is closed. 

When fault occurs, first of all the main contacts operate 

and then the arcing contacts. When the arching contacts 

separate out the blow out coils which are provided across 

the arching contacts are brought into the circuit and the 

current will flow through the blow out coil. The arc 

strikes across this and will be placed in the magnetic field 

provided by the blow out coils. The arc being a path of 

current it becomes as if the current carrying conductor 

placed in the magnetic field. Hence it experiences an 

electromagnetic force. The arc heats the air around the 

contacts and hence due to thermal action arc travels 

upwards and will be directed along the arc runners. 

Finally the arc reached the arc splitters plates and these 

plates’ increases the length of arc therefore the arc 

resistance is increased, arc voltage drop is increased and 

arc is cooled down. When the recovery voltage is less 

than the arc voltage the arc is extinguished and the CB 

opens the circuit. The ACB used in the present case is of 

L&T make and of 1250 Amps capacity operating at 415 

volts. It provides protection against short circuit, 

overload, under voltage, single phase, earth fault, etc. 

13) Automatic Power Factor Controller (APFC):- Automatic 

power factor controller are the device used for 

maintaining the power factor of the supply near to unity. 

It consists of a microprocessor and a bank of capacitors 

of variable KVAR. The microprocessor sense the power 

factor of the supply and depending on that it switches 

between various capacitor banks in order to bring the 

power factor of the supply near unity. The main purpose 

of using and APFC is power factor modification and to 

prevent the penal charges by EB department on lagging 

power factors. The capacity of the APFC panel required 

can be found out using the formula; KVAR = KVA x 

Sin⏀ or KW x tan⏀. In the present case as the KVA 

requirement of the supply is 750 KVA, Cos⏀= 0.8 lag, 

then as per the formula; KVAR = KVA x Sin⏀= 750 x 

0.6= 450 KVAR. 

14) VFD: - This drive is used to have the speed control of 

induction motors. It controls the voltage and frequency 

(V/F) to the motor to produce variable speed operations, 

variable voltage inverter controls the voltage in a 

separate section than the output section used to frequency 

generation. In this drive the desired frequency at which 

the motor is required to run is set to the drive and the 

drive in turns rotate the motor at the set frequency. The 

VFD used in the present case are of 3 ph. type of capacity 

15kw, 11 kw,5.5 kw and 4 kw each of Schneider electric 

make used for the speed control of counterweight/ 

vibratory motors of the feeders and screens. 

15) Star Delta starters: - These starters are used for starting 

of 3 ph. induction motors. In this method the stator 

winding of the motor is connected in star for starting 

purpose and in delta for normal running. Voltage across 

each of phase at starting is reduced to 1/√3 of the line 

voltage. Current in each phase is also reduced by the 

same amount so the line current at starting becomes 1/√3 

x 1/√3= 1/3 of the current which the motor would have 

taken if connected directly across the supply. Since TαV2 

the starting torque is also reduced by 1/3 = 13.33% of the 

normal value. In the present case the star delta starter are 

constructed by using power contactors, add on blocks 

and timer. They are of Schneider electric make and used 

for starting of 3 ph. induction motor up to 160 KW. 

16) Soft starters: - A soft starter is a starter which provides 

smoother start for a motor by limiting the current during 

startup. For this current limiting purpose they make use 

of SCR/thyristor and by controlling the firing angle/gate 

supply, the current limitation can be obtained.  In the 

present case the soft starter used is of ABB make used 

for starting of 3ph induction motor of 220 KW capacity. 
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17) Motor Protection Relays (MPR):- Motor protection 

relays are used for the protection of AC induction motors 

from adverse condition. In the present case the relay used 

is MPR 300 of L&T’s make used for the protection of 

motor up to 220 KW. The output of CT’s are given to the 

MPR, Auxiliary supply is also giver for its operation. 

This MPR provides protection of motor form overload, 

short circuit, locked rotor, single phase and earth fault. 

The type of fault is indicated by the red indication of the 

MPR as per the specific case. 

 
18) Winding temperature relays (WTR):- Winding 

temperature relays are used for protection of motor from 

excessive winding temperature. It is provided with 

auxiliary supply for its operation and is in turn connected 

with the thermistors of the motor windings. During 

normal operating temperature this thermistor provide 

very low resistance but as the temperature increases 

beyond permissible limit the resistance offered by the 

thermistor raises to a high value. The relay senses this 

and thus operated to disconnect the motor from the 

supply. The relays used in the present case WTR D1 of 

minilec make. The green indication in the relay states it 

is in operation and the red indication indicates the 

tripping of the relay. 

19) S. Negative phase sequence relays (NPS/VSP) :- 

Negative phase sequence relay is used to prevent the 

motor form operating in reverse direction then designed. 

The three phase supply from bus bar is given to the NPS 

relay, it is also provided with auxiliary supply for its 

operation. It checks the phase sequence and allows the 

motor to operate. If the phase sequence is not the same 

as desired then it prevents the motor from operating/ 

starting.  The relay used in the present case is VSP D2 of 

minilec make. The green indication in the relay states it 

is in operation and the red indication indicates the 

tripping of the relay. 

20) T. Motor protection circuit breaker (MPCB):- MPCB is 

used for protection of induction motors from short 

circuit, overload and single phasing, etc. They are 

electromechanical relays in which tripping operations is 

done by the help of bimetallic strip and plunger. A relay 

range is provided so as to set the desired value of ampere 

at which tripping is required. In the present case 3 ph. 

MPCB of Schneider electric make are used with relay 

ranges from 1.6-40 Amps for the protection of 3 ph. 

induction motors up to 40 KW. 

 
21) Moulded case circuit breakers (MCCB):- Traditional 

MCCB uses electromechanical (thermal magnetic) trip 

units that may be fixed or interchangeable. An MCCB 

provide protection from by combining a temperature 

sensitive device with a current sensitive electromagnetic 

device. Both these devices act mechanically on the trip 

mechanism. Depending upon the application and 

required protection an MCCB will use one or a 

combination of different trip elements that protects 

against the thermal overload, short circuit and ground 

fault. Modern day MCCB uses a CT along with 

electronic circuitry (printed circuit board) for protection 

purpose. In the present case the MCCB is used for 

protection of circuits in distribution/ control panels. The 

MCCB used is three phase type of Schneider electric 

make. 

 
22) Residual current circuit breaker (RCCB):- RCCB is used 

for the protection from earth leakage and its associated 

hazard. The RCCB works on current balance principal. 

The supply conductors i.e. phase and neutral are passed 

through toroid and forms the primary windings of a 

current transformer. Its secondary winding is connected 

to a highly sensitive electromagnetic trip relay, which 

operated the trip mechanism. In a balance circuit the 

overall residual current is zero but in case of any fault, 

leakage current flows through earth, then residual current 

in such case flows through the CT which operates the trip 

mechanism.  

23) Miniature circuit breaker (MCB):- MCB are used in 

residential and light commercial installations. They are 

commonly used to protect and control the electrical 

supply to respective electrical circuits. They are 

electromechanical type which provides protection from 

overload and short circuit conditions. 

 
24) Power contactor (PC):- Power contactors are used to 

make or break the load from the main. They may be 

operated from either 24 volts DC (in case of DC 
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contactors) or 230/440 volts AC (in case of AC 

contactors). They mainly consist of fixed and movable 

contacts, magnetic coil, core and spring tension. As the 

control supply is feeded to the coil it acts as a magnet 

thus operate the movable contact to make contact with 

the fixed contact against spring tension. During 

disconnection of supply or under voltage condition the 

spring tension is greater than the magnetic force of coil 

thus brings the movable contact apart from the fixed 

contact. 

 
25) PLC: - PLC stands for programmable logical controller. 

These are used for providing control to the automatic 

operations of the units. PLC’s are programmed for the 

specific task using ladder diagram. PLC units are 

connected to various feedback (sensors) system and as 

per the feedback obtained and programming made they 

take necessary control actions using Omron relays. The 

PLC used in the present case is of EPEC make and is 

operated on 24 volts DC. 

 
26) Controller: - The controller is used for proper user 

attraction with the PLC system. They display various 

parameters of the system. They are connected to the 

PLCs and are provided with the facility to modify/ 

change the set parameters as per the user requirement. 

They are also designed to display the type/part of fault to 

the user for easy troubleshooting,   

27) Remote energy monitoring system (REMS):- REMS is 

used for remote monitoring of plant parameters such as 

voltage, current, power factor, power, frequency and 

hour meter. These are installed as per the digital 

initiatives taken by the company. With the help of this 

associated systems can have the timely data/ parameters 

of the plant operations sitting at a long distances from 

plant. REMS uses multifunction meter, CT, MCB, Glass 

fuses, power converter, L&T gateway, GPS, Antenna. Its 

taps the voltage from the bus bar of the unit’s panel, CT’s 

are used to step down the bus bar current from 150-400 

amps/5 amps for measurement purpose. By using this 

two, the multifunction meter can detects voltage, current, 

frequency, power factor, energy consumption and hour 

meter. A power converter is used to obtain dc voltage of 

24 volts for gateway operation. The gateway converts the 

analog data into digital data and transmit/sends it to the 

server through the antenna. GPS is used to get the exact 

location data of the plant. 

 
28) Voltmeters, Ammeters, Wattmeters: These meters are 

most important and mostly used measuring instrument. 

They are used for measurement of voltage, current and 

power of the circuit. For measurement of lower current 

and voltage these meters are directly connected in the 

circuit whose parameters are needed to be measured. In 

case where line parameters such as current and voltage 

are higher than CTs and PTs are used to connect these 

meters to the circuit. Now a day’s digital meters are 

mostly used in practice as they have higher accuracy and 

less error. 

 
29) Earth tester: - It is similar to a megger but is used for the 

measurement of earth electrode resistance. It is provided 

with a hand driven dc generator with two coils fixed at 

right angle to each other to move in a common magnetic 

field. It is also provided with electrodes that are 

connected either in 3 electrode or 4 electrode mode that 

are slightly buried in earth. Although 4 electrode is more 

accurate. The electrodes are buried to earth as per the 

standard and the hand driven DC generator is operated. 

If the reading is equal to or less than 1 ohm then the 

earthing is good/proper. Measurement values more than 

1 ohm is poor and need salt water in its charcoal layers 

for improvement. 

 
30) Megger:-Megger are used for measurement of high/ 

insulation resistance. It is one of the important parts of 

maintenance tool kit. It is of two types, analog and 

digital. In case of analog type ratio meter type ohm meter 

concept is employed. It has a hand driven dc generator 

which generates voltage of range 500-2500 v. They are 

provided with a centrifugal clutch to regulate the speed 

around 150 rpm. In megger two coils (current and 

pressure coils) are placed 90° apart to move under a 

magnetic field. Pressure coil is connected in parallel to 

supply and current coil is connected in series with 

unknown resistance whose insulation resistance is to be 
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measured. When megger is operated with insulation 

resistance then the pointer will deflect between 0 and α. 

It the pointer deflects near α then it represents good 

insulation resistance and near to 0 it represents weak 

insulation resistance. Pointer at 0 represents short/ 

insulation failure condition. In megger both the coils 

have torque in opposite direction to each other. So the 

pointer moves in the direction of resultant torque and 

pointer will rest at a reading where torques produced by 

both the coils are equal in magnitude. Megger in the 

present case is used to check insulation resistance of 

cables, transformer coils and motor/ alternator windings. 

 
31) Multimeters: Multimeters are also important for both 

operators and engineers. It is used for measurement of 

various quantities such as voltage (AC & DC), 

frequency, Current (lower current), resistance, diode 

check, continuity, transistor checking, etc. They are also 

analog and digital type. Digital multimeters are mostly 

used in practice. 

32) FF. Clamp meters: - Clamp meters are also an important 

meter used by operators and engineers. It is used to 

measure voltage (AC & DC), current (higher value), 

frequency, continuity, resistance, diode check, etc. they 

are also analog and digital type, although digital meters 

are mostly used.  

 
33) Invertors: - The invertors used here are of single phase & 

three phase type. These are used to provide backup 

power to feed lighting and power load from the batteries 

charged from either solar panels or electricity mains. 

They take DC power input from the charged batteries and 

convert them to AC for further use during night or low 

sunlight period so as to maintain continuity and 

reliability of the supply. 

  
34) Breathers: - It is used in transformer to have intake and 

exit operation of air through it inside the conservator tank 

when the transformer load decreases and increases. The 

breather consists of silica gel with CUSO4 as catalyst. Its 

main function is to remove moisture from the air so as to 

prevent its entry inside the transformer. The silica gel 

absorbs moisture and CUSO4 catalyst is used as an 

indication, as it absorbs moisture it turns into blue colour 

from pink. Under such condition the silica gel must be 

replaced or it may he heated in order to remove the 

moisture for reuse. 

35) Buchholz’s relay: - This is a gas actuating relay and is 

used for the internal protection of the transformer. It is 

installed in the pipe between the conservator tank and the 

transformer tank at an angle of 9°-10°. In case light fault 

condition it initiates an alarm/buzzer circuit. In case of 

heavy fault condition it initiates the trip circuits which in 

return operate the CB in order to disconnect the 

transformer from the circuit. When the oil level in the 

transformer is less than its specified value in such case 

also it provides the tripping command. 

V. CASE STUDIES 

1) Single phase and its rectification:-  Sometimes one of the 

jumper in the tension tower of the substation may get 

opened causing single phasing of the supply. In such case 

proper communication with the supplying substation is 

to be made to short out the issue. Single phase may also 

occur due to blow of anyone of H.T. fuse. Damage of the 

contact of isolator of any one phase. Blow of any of L.T. 

fuse, damage to bus bar or cable of any one phase. In 

such case current in one of the phase becomes zero, so 

the second and third phase act as go and return wire of 

current with overload condition in such case the 

respective CB of the area where single phase occurs must 

trip. After that physical inspection of the same is made 

after shutdown of the line for repair purpose. 

2) Earth fault and its rectification:-  Sometimes one of the 

phase winding may be in contact with earth due to 

respective insulation failure. Sometimes any one of the 

line conductor may be in contact with earth due to 

insulation failure or due to falling of tree. In such case 

the respective breaker must be tripped with the help of 

respective fault relay. In such case the respective phase 

having such fault may carry sufficient high fault current 

and the voltage is near to zero. The system is also in 

unbalanced condition so this unbalance current through 

neutral circuit flows. If this unbalance neutral current 

exceeds its set value then the earth fault relay cause trip 

operation. In such case the relay is reset and one trail is 

taken if again the trip occurs then meggering or physical 

inspection of the section is done to found out the 

occurrence of the fault. During meggering if the pointer 

indicates 0 resistances or near to it for the insulation 

between line and earth then it represent earth fault of that 

line or equipment. 

3) Short circuit and its rectification:- Short circuit occurs 

due to insulation failure between line to line or between 

line to body. Short circuit results in heavy fault current 

to flow and the voltage will be near zero. These are very 

dangerous in nature and may cause spark/ fire. These are 

prevented by using MPCB and MPR so that in such 

situation it disconnects the circuit. Short circuit can be 

found out by using a megger by checking its insulation 

resistance. If the insulation resistance is zero then it 

confirms the occurrences of short. 

4) Overload and its rectification:- Overload occurs when 

the machine is loaded more than its capacity. In such case 

the machine will take current which is more than its rated 
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capacity. This causes heating of the machine which is the 

main reason of damage of insulations or its failure. If 

such case is prolonged then the respective breaker must 

be tripped so as to protect the machine form further 

overload. The overload can be checked through its 

ammeter and wattmeter readings. In such case the load 

on the machine can be reduced so as to have normal 

operation of it. 

5) Effect of wrong phase sequence:- Sometimes the phase 

sequence may become wrong in such case the motors 

works/ runs in reverse direction than the desired direction 

of operation. In such case the directional relay or 

negative phase relay must operate to trip the breaker even 

if the circuit is healthy. The phase sequence is then 

rectified by interchanging any two phases or by using a 

phase sequence indicator. 

6) Abnormal humming in transformer and motors:- 

Sometimes electrical machines may have abnormal 

humming sound. This mainly occurs due to single 

phasing and result it excessive loading to the phase 

which are active and may cause burning of them. 

Operation of electrical machines in such condition is 

very risky and it should be immediately turned off. The 

CB should be able to trip in such situation. Operation 

should only be performed by solving out the issue of 

single phase. 

7) Capacity enhancement of transformer:- Sometime due to 

some circumstances the load on the transformer may 

have to increase. In such case on load tap changers is 

used in the given direction to increase the capacity of the 

transformer. But for this case the CT ratio will have to 

change accordingly so that for heavy loading the CB 

must not trip. 

8) Primary and backup protection settings:- For better 

protection more than one relay/ breaker can be used for 

each unit. In such case two relay must be used where one 

acts as primary and other as secondary. For same fault 

current both the relay must have different time multiplier 

setting (TMS) or both must have different relay current 

setting (RCS) so that in occurrences of any fault the 

lower setting relay must trip first and in case of its failure 

the secondary must trip which acts as a backup 

protection. 

VI. FINAL RESULTS 

With remedial modification and action taken above results in 

improved functioning of the equipment, drives, machines and 

their availability. This reduces the shutdown, lower down the 

service wear and tear, lowers the maintenances, provides ease 

of control, reduction in operating cost, increased efficiency 

and achieves zero emission as per the go for green initiatives. 

In the present case of study i.e. with L&T’s 3 stage crusher 

plant of 200 TPH capacity, it was found that in earlier stage 

the company uses its own 750 kva dg to powers its crusher 

with a consumption of 0.8-0.9 litres of diesel for producing 

per MT of final crushed product. After switching to EB 

supply form the nearest Patan Substation it was found that the 

plant uses about 2.5-2.6 units of electricity per MT of the final 

crushed product.  Thus there is an overall savings of 50-55 

rupees/ MT produced when operated on EB supply. Thus we 

can say that there is an overall saving of 1 lakhs rupees (50 

rupees x 2,000 MT = 1,00,000 rupees) on  per day production 

when operated from electrical energy supplied from nearest 

electricity board. The company also protect the penal charges 

imposed by the electricity boards on lower/lagging power 

factors by using Automatic Power Factor Correction (APFC) 

panels. These APFC panels are used to maintain the power 

factor of the supply near unity (say 0.95 to 0.99 lag). As per 

the go for green initiatives, due to switching to EB supply 

from DG supply this company achieves zero emission of 

harmful greenhouse gases. Lnt also implemented solar panels 

to power its electricity needs of offices and other small 

capacity plants thereby reducing the burden on substation and 

electricity bills. The company had again approach towards 

using a renewable source of energy along with zero emission 

with go for green initiatives. 

VII. BENEFITS FROM THE PROJECT 

The use of electrical energy and drives for operating crushers 

had various advantages:- 

1) It causes zero emission of harmful greenhouse gases and 

air pollutant thus moving towards “go for green 

initiatives”. 

2) Using proper APFC panels we can control both lagging 

(inductive) and leading (capacitive) power factor near to 

unity thus maintaining the power factor of the supply. 

3) Use of electrical powered drives reduces costs and 

prolonged crusher life through smooth starting. 

4) Proper control of speed and dynamic torque can be 

achieved by using electrical powered drives. 

5) Easy change of direction of operations using electrical 

motors. 

6) This enables the use of fully enclosed AC Induction 

motor suitable for harsh environments, i.e. dust and 

vibrations. 

7) Less wear and tear due to uniform distribution of loads.  

8) The operating cost of the plant can be reduced to a great 

extent by switching to electrical energy and drives. 

9) The down time of machines can also be reduced/ saved 

when driven by electrical powered drives. 

10) Electrical drives and machines requires less maintenance 

than that of mechanical parts. Thus saving a portion of 

valuable time from maintenances. 

11) Dismantling, replacement and erection of electrical 

powdered drives are quicker than mechanical parts. 

VIII. CHALLENGES 

The challenges in the present case are:- 

1) High initial investment during setups. 

2) Land issues while erecting transmission line and towers. 

3) Proper observation and operation of APFC panels for 

getting better results on power factor improvement. 

4) Due to dusty environment the maintenance requirement 

of dc drives and dc contactor increases. 

5) Proper communication with the supplying substation for 

getting shutdown and load shed notice/ information. 

6) Smart switching from EB power to DG power during 

power cuts. 
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7) Transmission lines are effected by falling of trees during 

storms results in discontinuation of supply for a long 

time. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

This project includes overall view of advantages of switching 

into electrical energy/ drives source from convention diesel 

engine in such a way that everyone will understand about its 

advantages and its applications. This study helps us to move 

towards a smarter, non-polluting and ease of controllable 

energy source that supports environment, health and safety 

along with it supports the go for green initiatives & zero 

emission initiatives. 

This project also helps to go for a cheap source of 

energy which is reliable, efficient, controllable and 

environment friendly. It also helps us to understand the 

impact of power factor on electricity bills and to have proper 

control of it for both lagging and leading cases of electricity 

in order to omit the burden of penal charges/fines on 

electricity bills. 

X. SCOPE OF FUTURE STUDY 

For the present case the future scope works are:- 

1) The APFC panel used for power factor control is 

designed to control the lagging power factor using 

capacitor bank only. As both lagging (inductive) as well 

as leading (capacitive) power factor attracts panel 

charges on EB bills so the APFC should be modified to 

control the leading power factor using reactor banks. A 

microprocessor along with reactors bank should be used 

and it should be programmed in such a manner that it 

should quickly detect the nature of power factor (lagging 

/ leading) and responds (switch between capacitive and 

reactive banks) accordingly. 

2) When main power is available the crusher works 

normally and continues to crush the material being 

dumped in it. During the operation period if the power 

fails then crusher stops its operation causing jamming 

with ores remaining inside its cavity. This prevents the 

crusher from restart with loaded materials. When main 

power resumes, crusher can be restarted after most of this 

material taken out which is time consuming along with 

wastage of materials. If “uninterrupted motive power 

supply” (UMPS) along with battery and charger is used 

to drive the crusher then it serves the purpose of 

completing the crushing cycle and made the crusher 

motor ready for the next cycle. It provides a backup 

power of at least 15 minutes so that the chocked material 

is crushed and the cavity clears in case of failure of main 

power. Proper indication/ alarm should be given/ sent to 

the control panel operator so as to warn that crusher is 

running on backup power and further feeding to crushers 

can be stopped till the power supply is activated. 

3) In the present condition both analog and digital relays are 

used for protection. As analog relays are old, bulky, slow 

and less reliable hence they should be replaced by solid 

state digital relays which are fast, compact, lighter, 

precise and accurate. 

4) Many measuring instrument (voltmeters, ammeters) 

used are analog and old hence they should be replaced by 

new digital meters. It improves the accuracy of the 

measurement/ observations. 

5) As many parts of the control system, contactors and 

drives are operated by 24 volts dc and are very prone to 

dust so proper dust control enclosures should be used for 

proper operations. 

6) Due to dusty environment of the plant premises periodic 

cleaning of electrical drives, instruments, meters and 

control panels is must for desired operations. 
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